2018
“Frost Hits Harvest in 2016”
It’s been a turbulent year of weather in France and winemakers in several regions went into the 2016 wine
harvest having already suffered at the hands of hail and frost. This was a year when Burgundy suffered its
worst frost since 1981. Hailstorms led to growers declaring ‘states of catastrophe’ in Chablis and Beaujolais. Loire
and Champagne producers also suffered at the hands of the early season freeze. Languedoc winemakers thought
they had survived relatively well until those in Pic-St-Loup north of Montpellier were hit by hail stones the size of
golf balls. Although I was very pleasantly surprised by the excellent quality of many of the wine, the small yields
give great concentration to many of the 2016 wines. Bordeaux came through reasonably unscathed, but droughtlike conditions at the end of August left many producers praying for rain.
Direct contact with each producer is very enriching, since the wines tend to reflect the personality of those who
produce them, in an interesting synergy between terroir, the micro climate and the land area where the grapes are
planted, and the human intervention represented by the wine producer. I have met with 90% of the Wine producers
in our 2018 collection and believe me there is no shortage of personality and passion!
In recent years there has been a huge movement towards organic and Biodynamic wines, considered by the
skeptics as a mere marketing device! The core value of biodynamic farming involves working with nature, using
only natural products and encouraging diversity with insects, animals, crops and soils, where the daily activities of
planting, pruning, bottling or harvesting the crop are planned using the lunar calendar. In the initial years I was
cynical of these tree-hugging wine makers until I realized we had a growing number of biodynamic and organic
producers on our list (Marked with ), none who advertise the fact on the label! These are among the top growers
in the world, passionate people who make wonderful wines that express their terroir all in harmony with nature.
Most of our wines are directly imported * from France especially from Burgundy, Rhone, Bordeaux, Loire,
Alsace and Languedoc – Roussillon, with the intention on offering both quality & value. All the producers are
visited and each wine carefully tasted with the help of my Brother-in-Law, Vincent Avril, wine grower in
Chateauneuf-du-Pape. With such a large list I have marked a few of my “Coup de Coeur”with

!

The half bottle, dessert wines & large bottle selection is at the back of our list. We have also imported a
selection of excellent Italian Estate & South African Wines, all of which are well worth trying.
Wines are chosen to deliver a good blend of quality, at excellent prices. Spending is no guarantee
of quality, careful tasting however is!
Go n’olfaidh tu do shath.

Directly imported by Kelly’s Resort Hotel
Organic and bio-dynamic wines

Bill’s Special Recommendations
VINCENT AVRIL
Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’,
The Clos des Papes originally formed part of the papal vineyards, first started bottling
its wine as Clos des Papes in 1896 under the auspices of Paul Avril, whose family had
been producing wine in the region since the 17th century. Paul was succeeded by his
son Regis Avril and his grandson Paul Avril, who ran the winery from 1963 to 1987 and
played an integral role in the formation of the Chateauneuf-du-Pape appellation.
Having contributed greatly to the reputation and success of Rhone wines, Paul sadly
passed away in 2009 at the age of 72. His son Paul-Vincent carried on the Clos des
Papes legacy, since 1987 Vincent has built the “Clos des Papes” to iconic status, working the vineyard organically and
winning the Wine Spectator “Number 1 Wine of the World” in 2007 for the 2005 vintage.
Although the 2005 and 2007 vintages of Clos des Papes are almost universally agreed to be two of the best wines that
the estate has ever produced, the 2009 has more finesse and elegance. The vintage received a not-to-be-shrugged at 95
points from Robert Parker, who describes it” as unquestionably a top-flight seductive wine. Every foudre I tasted was
beautifully pure displaying a deep ruby/plum color, sweet kirsch and black raspberry fruit, full body, decent acidity and
sweet, velvety tannins.”
The 2010 Chateauneuf-du-Pape Blanc may be one the finest white wine ever produced in Clos des Papes. An equal part
blend of six different grapes, it exhibits terrific fruit intensity, lots of quince, anise, and nectarine and white peach notes, a
full-bodied mouth feel.

WHITE

*224 Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’
*227 Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’

2015
2006

€59.00
€72.00

RED

*244 Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’
*239 Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’
*248 Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’

2014
2005
2003

€75.00
€110.00
€78.00

2015
2015

€150.00
€285.00

MAGNUM
*281
DBL MAGNUM *283

Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’
Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’

DOMAINE RAMONET
Burgundy
“Père” Ramonet was more than a character. He was, to use the old cliché – but it is true in
this instance – a legend in his own lifetime. More or less from scratch, by dint of sheer hard
work and a genius for wine, he built up one of the finest white wine domains in Burgundy.
Today the name Ramonet is synonymous with top Chardonnay. The allocations for bottles
are fought over, for every collector considers it his or her right to own some. Pierre
Ramonet died in 1994 at the age of 88. He is much missed, but his echo lives on, and the
wines, in the able hands of his grandson Noël and Jean-Claude since the 1984 vintage. They make every fine wines,
more importantly, they are also very individual to Ramonet Domaine.
The total now exploited is 17 hectares. The Ramonet red wines from pinot noir are refreshingly direct. They are full,
ample and plump, nicely concentrated but nicely succulent fruit at the same time. The whites, on the other hand, are
exceptional. They are distinctive, full-bodied and long-lasting. They are rich and masculine, firm and concentrated?
magnificent producers of burgundies finest.

WHITE

*51
*47
*37
*56
*57

RED

*106 Chassagne-Montrachet

Chassagne-Montrachet
Pernand-Vergelesses ‘Les Belles Filles’ – 1er Cru
Puligny-Montrachet ‘Les Enseigneres’
Bienvenue Batard-Montrachet – Grand Cru
Le Montrachet - Grand Cru

2015
2015
2016
2010
2010

€58.00
€48.00
€65.00
€185.00
€540.00

2016

€45.00

KELLY’S SPECIAL SELECTION
Kelly’s selection Red, White and Rose are wines from the Rhone Valley, Loire and Burgundy. The Rhone wines and were specially
labelled and bottled for Kelly’s. The label was commissioned and painted by artist William Crozier.

WHITE
Bin

*1

COTES-DU-RHONE

Vintage

Price €

2016

29.00

2015

29.00

2015

30.00

2014

32.00

2016

29.00

N.V.

30.00

2014

30.00

“Caves de Chusclan”
A dry fruity wine, excellent with white meat and fish.

*359

SAUVIGNON - Vielle Vigne
Domaine Baron
An excellent Sauvignon Blanc from the Loire Valley adjacent to Sancerre.
Lovely fresh wine with light colour and gooseberries, grass, lemon and
wild flowers on the nose

*3

MACON VILLAGE ‘Les Vercheres’
Domaine de la Vercheres
A lively white with fine balance and attractive flavors of peach, legume
and grapefruit. Full bodied and rich, with a lingering finish.

*221

MUSCADET ‘Serve et Maine sur Lie’
Château le Noe
Muscadet is produced in the coastal area around the mouth of the Loire
form a variety called Melon de Bourgogne and it is particularly adept at
matching seafood. Lovely bright and clean aromas of lemon and green
apple, with a crisp, light palate

RED
*5

COTES-DU-RHONE VILLAGE
“Caves de Chusclan”
Medium-bodied red, with a very pleasant bouquet, ripe fruit and
pepper spices. Excellent with red meats and game.

*7

PETIT VIN D’AVRIL
Paul Avril
A well balanced, full-bodied red wine produced by the Avril Family,
from the area surrounding Chateauneuf-du-Pape. A blend of the last
four vintages of their house wines. V.D.T.

*268

MERLOT ‘Petit Merle’
Domaine Gaillard
The Vines are planted within the Drome plain surrounding the
Crozes-Hermitage appellation. The estate’s infertile sandy soils are
perfectly adapted to the Merlot grape variety. Fruity, structured and fresh.

Special selections of wines Large Bottles are listed at the back of our Wine List.

Inclusive of excise duty & VAT, 10% service charge is added to all accounts in lieu of Gratuities.
*Specially imported by Kelly’s Resort Hotel.

SPARKLING
Bin

Vintage

*20

CREMANT DE BOURGOGNE

Price €

N.V.

39.00

N.V.

42.00

“Blanc de Blancs” (Brut)
An excellent “Cremant”, winner of Bronze medal in Concours
General de Paris.

*21

CREMANT DE BOURGOGNE Rose (Brut)
Andre Delorme
Less dry than the “Blanc de Blanc”. Awarded Silver medal in
Concours General de Paris.

CHAMPAGNE
”No celebration can be complete without those salvoes of corks, those spurts of froth, those luminous bubbles in the glass and that
intoxicating smell of spring time which marks the libations of the King of the Wine”

Our Own Directly Imported Champagne Selection …
*30

CHAMPAGNE ‘Heritage’ Grand Cru

N.V.

69.00

2006

110.00

2006

190.00

Lancelot-Wanner
An outstanding small family run Champagne House. Champagne produced
from Chardonnay with wonderful balance between fruit and acidity,
especially imported by Kelly’s this year.

274

GOSSET - Brut Grand Millesime
A magnificent vintage Champagne, richly flavoured, complex and mature
with a delicious toasty, biscuit character.

275

DOM PERIGNON
Without doubt the most renowned of all champagnes, immense
complexity and refinement .

WHITE BURGUNDY
White Burgundy is rated as the finest dry white wine grown anywhere in the world.

COTE DE BEAUNE/COTE DE NUITS
*13

BOURGOGNE

2015

34.00

2016

32.00

2016

46.00

2015

44.00

2015

48.00

2015

48.00

2014

95.00

2010

75.00

Benjamin Le Roux
Produced organically by the young and renowed Benjamin Leroux. A lovely
Fresh chardonnay with very little oak.

*32

BOURGOGNE ALIGOTE
Paul Jacqueson
Aligote, Burgundy’s no.2 white grape, was traditionally mixed with Cassis to make Kir.
Masterful Jacqueson, however, ages his on its lees in barrel to make a rich, apply
white which is far too good for suck treatment!

*43 AUXEY DURESSES
Benjamin Leroux
A rich and luscious wine from one of the finest vineyard in Auxey-Duresses
located just beside Meursault. Beautifully balanced with elegance and length with
a mineral freshness.

*118 SAVIGNY-LES-BEAUNES (Blanc)
Domaine de la Vougeraie
This is truly a lovely chardonnay wine with vibrancy and minerality, produced organically
by the amazing talent of Pierre Vincent. Wonderful freshness and fruit

*45

PERNAND-VERGELESSES “Clos Berthet”

1er Cru

Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine
The Dubreuil Family have a monopoly on this dry balanced and aromatic
wine. Situated opposite the famous Grand cru Corton Charlemagne. Drinking well now.

*47

PERNAND-VERGELESSES “Les Belles Filles”

1er Cru

Jean Claude Ramonet
A very distinctive wine with a lovely spice on the nose, and the palate is
detailed and expressive, showing understatement and purity. One I had to
add to our list to celebrate my six daughters and recent grand-daughter.

*44

CORTON-CHARLEMAGNE

Grand Cru

Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine
One of the most famous white wines in the world, charged with flavour,
yet very refined. Rated in the Wine Spectator as one of the world’s top
white wines: 93 points.

*48 MEURSAULT “Les Tessons”
Pierre Morey
Pierre Morey was also wine maker for the renowned Domaine Leflaive.
This is an outstanding powerful Meursault with length and depth.

*50 MEURSAULT “Les Vireuils”

2015

65.00

2015

58.00

2015

76.00

2016

46.00

2015

65.00

2016

65.00

2015

69.00

2014

95.00

2014

38.00

Benjamin Leroux
This is from Vireuils Dessus, one of the higher sites of Meursault, with pure, rocky,
limestone soils. The vines are now around 45 years of age and typically offer an
intensely mineral wine with hints of dried honey.

*51

CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET
Domaine Ramonet
A much sought-after wine. Palate full and rich with lemon undertones,
powerful with good acidity. This family produces some of the world’s greatest
bottles of Chardonnay.

*67

PULIGNY MONTRACHET ‘Clos du Vieux’
Domaine Carillon
A very aromatic Puligny with great style and finesse. Beautiful minerality.

*60

ST. AUBIN “Les Charmois”

1er Cru

Domaine Ramonet
The “Charmois” vineyard is situated on the boarder of Chassagne-Montrachet
giving lots of finesse to this excellent wine. Typical ripe fruit and vanilla oak flavors.

*39

SAINT AUBIN “Les Murgers Dents de Chien”

1er Cru

Domaine Ramonet
A Premier Cru vineyard high on the Cote d'Or escarpment in the Saint-Aubin commune.
Positioned directly above the Montrachet and Chevalier-Montrachet Grand Cru
vineyards on the scrubby Mont-Rachet hillside. Aromas of citrus peel and honeysuckle,
underpinned by intense minerality.

*37

PULIGNY-MONTRACHET “Les Enseigneres”
Domaine Ramonet
A wonderful wine from one of Burgundy’s top wine producers,
lovely fresh fruit and mint flavours on the palate. Situated right below the famous
Grand Cru Batard Montrachet.

*53

PULIGNY-MONTRACHET
Francois Carillon
Three generations of the renowned Carillon Family worked together on this very
distinctive powerful wine, more delicate than Meursault.

*29

PULIGNY-MONTRACHET “Les Combettes”

1er Cru

Francois Carillon
Lush and round, this wine shows lots of mineral, citrus and spicy notes.
There is a good intensity but more finesse than power.

*62

SANTENAY

Jean Francois Bachelet
This is a full, powerful and fat wine. Its complex aromas show remarkable mineral freshness,
Along with almond notes and white flowers. Remarkably long-lasting aromas and flavours.

*56

BIENVENUE BATARD-MONTRACHET

Grand Cru

2010

185.00

Grand Cru

2010

540.00

2008

85.00

Domaine Ramonet
This is the smallest vineyard of the Grand Cru’s. A brilliant wine
with compelling richness and honeyed complexity.

*57

LE MONTRACHET

Domaine Ramonet
Undoubtedly, the world’s greatest white wine. An incredible blend of spice,
smoke, honey & ripeness. One feels one is tasting the essences of precious
minerals. Still too young to appreciate its full potential.

*63 VOUGEOT “Le Clos Blanc”

1er Cru

Domaine de la Vougeraie
A wonderful fresh and mineral wine with the richness of a great Meursault,
only 2 hectares for the world! Vinified organically by an excellent young wine
grower Pierre Vincent. Deserves to be classed as a Grand Cru, outstanding!

COTE CHALONNAISE ET MACONNAISE
*72A

RULLY

2016

36.00

1er Cru

2016

38.00

1er Cru

2015

36.00

2015

44.00

2016

38.00

Paul Jacqueson
Paul and his daughter Marie produce Rully’s finest wines. Burgundy authority
Clive Coates rates the Domaine one of his ‘All Time Top Ten Burgundy
Domaines’, praise indeed for this delightful wine!

*121

RULLY “Gresigny”
Paul Jacqueson
An outstanding grower in Rully, producing dry whites to compare
with the best in the Cotes de Beaune. Lovely fruit and balanced acidity
from 50 year old vines. Slightly rounder style than La Pucelle above.

*75

MONTAGNY “Chateau de la Saule”

Alain Roy
A family wine since 1805 this is a special Cuvee from Alain with
no new oak used. Light and fragrant with good acidity & superb freshness,
Awarded Silver medal in the International wine challenge.

*22

GIVRY “Clos des Vignes”
Francois Lumpp
A wine I had to buy when I tasted it, beautifully refined and elegant
style from Chardonnay grape with a nice firm acidity.

*104

SAINT VERAN ‘Le Paradis’

Eric Forest
Planted in clay soil located on the high part of the Davaye village beside
Pouille Fuisse. At one meter deep, the roots penetrate the Jurassic limestone bench, bring a
superb minerality to this ample & powerful wine.

*105

MACON-VERGISSON “Sur La Roche”

2016

34.00

2016

40.00

2014

36.00

2011

46.00

Eric Forest
Situated just beside Pouilly Fuisse, giving a similar style with easier drinking style.
Lovely fresh and balanced wine with great precision and minerality, which
Characterizes this young wine maker.

*81

POUILLY-FUISSE “Les Crays”
Eric Forest
This young man is going to be the star of Pouilly Fuisse. A clean wine full of pure
Chardonnay fruit, backed up with subtle, vanilla oak & typical nutty flavours from
this single yineyard, which under review to be the first Pouilly Fuisse with 1er Cru status.

*77

MACON “Gillet Quintaine” (Vire)
Jean Thevenet
Recognised as one of the finest wines of the Macon region. Very stylish,
medium dry wine with great concentration of flavour. Nominated wine grower
of the year in Macon in 2011.

*80

MACON “Bongran Quintaine” (Clesse)

Jean Thevenet
Recognised as one of the finest wines makers of the Macon region, The Thevenet family
are famous for fine wines over the last 300 years. This vineyard produces only small quantities
of this remarkably elegant, aromatic and golden wine. Grapes picked at optimum ripeness.

CHABLIS
*31

CHABLIS

2016

39.00

2016

56.00

2015

85.00

Louis Michel et Fils
A very renowned wine grower in Chablis. His Chablis is dry, well
rounded, with expressive aromas, no oak is used to keep fruit & freshness.

*33

CHABLIS “Montee de Tonnerre”

1er Cru

Louis Michel et Fils
Differs from the Chablis Village by its more complex and persistent
flavour and bouquet. Much rounder than the recent vintages.

*34

CHABLIS “Grenouilles”
Louis Michel et Fils
An excellent Grand Cru, rich and fat with great concentration,
Elegance and length.

Grand Cru

RED BURGUNDY
Burgundy is synonymous with French Wine at its greatest. The great red Burgundies in great vintages are famous for their big-bodied
richness and elegance. The rest of Burgundy make smooth, savoury, balanced and beguiling wines like nowhere else on earth.

COTE DE BEAUNE
*103

BOURGOGNE “Chapelle Notre Dame”

2016

32.00

2015

34.00

2016

36.00

2014

38.00

2015

40.00

2015

54.00

Dubreuil Fontaine
From a long-established family estate. This “Pinot Noir” is fresh with
red fruit and soft on the palate. Vines are situated beside Savigny.

*64

BOURGOGNE
Benjamin Leroux
A simple pinot noir wine from one of the most gifted and knowledgeable
wine growers in all of the Burgundy

*110

ST. ROMAIN
Alain Gras
A lovely medium-bodied wine with a fruity elegance and freshness. Alain is
one of St. Romain’s most renowned producers. He was nominated “2004 Wine
Grower of the Year” by the Sommeliers Guide.

*108

SANTENAY - Vielle Vigne
Jean Francois Bachelet
Bright ruby hue. The bouquet expresses notes of red fruit such as red currants
and blackcurrants, accentuated by tobacco nuances. The tannins are smooth
Can be enjoyed young, but will easily keep for around ten years.

*115 SAVIGNY-LES-BEAUNE
Benjamin LeRoux
From a variety of village vineyards and some premier cru vines. This is a
pretty, stylish, suave, balanced and long wine with a strawberry fruit succulence.
A delicious red Burgundy.

*128 SAVIGNY-LES-BEAUNES “Les Maconnets”

1er Cru

Domaine de la Vougeraie
This is truly a lovely Burgundy. With classic aromas, flavors, mouth-feel and finish,
this wine shows why it is hard to beat a Premier Cru Burgundy from this super organic estate.

*112 CHATEAU DE MONTHELIE

2015

40.00

2015

46.00

2014

46.00

2016

45.00

Eric de Suremain
A long vinification and new oak casks have given this organic wine a
deep purple colour, strawberry aromas and a great deal of finesse.

*116 CHATEAU DE MONTHELIE ‘Le Clos des Chenes’

1er Cru

Eric de Suremain
Situated beside the great 1er cru terroir of Volnay this 1er cru from Eric’s is a real
gem with all the finesse of a Volnay with the power of a Monthelie.

*79

BEAUNE “Montrevenots”

1er Cru

Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine
This wine is a modern style Pinot Noir with lots of ripeness giving black
cherry and plum flavours.

*106

CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET
Domaine Ramonet
The Ramonet family produce a very small quantity of this elegant and refined
Pinot wine. Medium bodied with a pronounced cherry fruitiness.

*136

VOLNAY “Clos de la Cave des Ducs”

1er Cru

2013

86.00

2015

62.00

Benjamin Leroux
It is a beautiful pink-purple colour with a very lively nose. Perfect bright red fruit, raspberry
notes, and a silky mouthful with excellent intensity rather than weight, perfect finish.

*54

BLAGNY “La Piece Sous le Bois”

1er Cru

Benjamin Leroux

From a lovely site above Meursault, this wine shows however pinot can be very
distinguished here, making fine, perfumed wines. Very dense youthful purple in colour.
with great charm.

*117

COTE DE BEAUNE

2015

42.00

2015

95.00

Domaine de la Vougeraie
A wonderful organic wine situated on the slopes above Savigny-les-Beaune, well
Balanced with a beautiful Raspberry notes on the palate.

*107

CORTON “Clos du Roi”

Grand Cru

P. Dubreuil-Fontaine
A superb wine, aromas of earth, game, smoke and dark berry fruit aromas. There is
excellent power to the wine with full-bodied flavors that possess punch and ample minerality
on the balanced, complex and solidly persistent finish with length and all the finesse of a Grand Cru.

*109 POMMARD “Clos des Epeneaux”

1er Cru

2010

110.00

2005

85.00

2014

38.00

2014

40.00

2015

42.00

2011

64.00

2015

48.00

Comte Armand
The very top Domaine in Pommard, should be given Grand Cru status soon. Full rich,
big and oaky. Made organically by an excellent young wine grower Benjamin Leroux

*65

BEAUNE “Les Cras”

1er Cru

Domaine du Chateau de Chorey
Rustic at first, very dry with ample acidity. Beaune 1er Cru wines are produced under
the strictest conditions of the Beaune appellation from grapes grown exclusively in the
commune’s 1er Cru classified vineyards.

COTE DE NUITS
*135

BOURGOGNE ROUGE
Domaine Rouget
Emmanuel has remained faithful to the techniques employed by Henri
Jayer – namely an insistence on ultra-low yields, a pre-fermentation cold
maceration. His wines are now very highly rated and keenly sought after
by connoisseurs worldwide.

*76

BOURGOGNE “Cuvee de Noble Souche”
Domaine Mortet
An outstanding Bourgogne from this great estate. From the upper slope in Nuit giving a
style that is always very nervous during the wine’s youth, after those tasty fruit flavours
are the dominating characteristic of this fresh and easy to drink Burgundy.

*66

MARSANNAY “La Montagne”
Domaine Olivier Guyot
Lovely, ruby colour. Powerful nose, fruity aromas with the taste of raspberry &
black cherry. Strong well-structured with toasted overtones, long on the palate
from a great warm vintage, drinking very well now!

*85

FIXIN “Vieilles Vignes”
Domaine Denis Mortet
Arnaud is a new star in Cote de Nuits. The domaine is fully bio-dynamic and his wine
has delicious fruit, concentration and real sense of terroir. This wine combines
grace and purity with richness.

*126

MOREY-SAINT-DENIS

Domaine Forey
A young elegant wine situated between Chambolle-Musigny and Gevrey-Chambertin.
It has a deep colour and is very aromatic. Round and ripe on the palate with bright acidity

*90

NUITS-SAINT-GEORGE
Domaine Forey
Clean saline notes from the dark fruit nicely on the focused finish. ‘This is a touch firmer
than the Vosne, and almost as impressive’ Robert Parker

2011

52.00

*99

NUITS ST-GEORGE

2014

79.00

Domaine Rouget
Made from vineyards on the northern side of the village. It is an especially sexy,
perfumed Nuits with impeccable textural elegance & plenty of layered fruit that
radiates from its expressive core.

*96

NUITS-SAINT-GEORGE ‘Les Saint-George’

1er Cru

2013

69.00

2012

59.00

2015

85.00

2013

135.00

2015

85.00

2015

135.00

2015

65.00

2014

195.00

2013

210.00

Domaine Forey
One of the finest cru’s in Nuits St-Georges. Great concentration of strawberry
and black cherry flavours. Ripe and supple texture with a long finish.
More powerful than the Village.

*97

VOSNE-ROMANEE
Domaine Forey
The 2009 Vosne-Romanee is a superb wine loaded with village character.
Dark cherries, spices and menthol are some of the notes that flow from this richly
flavored Vosne. Sweet balsamic nuances linger on the finish. (90pts Wine Advocate)

*92

VOSNE-ROMANEE
Emmanuel Rouget
A superb wine with a style identical to that of his uncle and teacher, the renowned
Henri Jayer. One of my favorite wines in 2014, beautiful fruit & elegance.

*98

VOSNE-ROMANEE “Les Gaudichots”

1er Cru

Domaine Forey
Les Gaudichots is the relatively unknown neighbour of the famous La Tache
vineyard. Collectors are however beginning to appreciate the Gaudichots
terroir – and the demand for the few bottles made is rising year after year.
It shows great intensity in its dark fruit, a seductive wine layered with sweet spices.

*123

CHAMBOLLE MUSIGNY
Benjamin Leroux
This comes from a quality single parcel of Les Véroilles, a site that's perhaps the highest
villages vineyard in Chambolle, sitting above the grand Cru Bonnes Mares. Powerful, smoky
mineral Chambolle that will certainly benefit with age.

*114

CHAMBOLLE-MUSIGNY “Les Beaux Brun”

1er Cru

Domaine Mortet
Delicate layers of red flowers and raspberry and a long finish. A Chambolle embodying the
region's classic perfume and silky tannins. One of my favorite wines tasted in Burgundy 2016.

*87

GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN
Domaine De la Vougeraie
The Gevrey Chambertin Village is very refined with a fragrant nose of sweet
berries. In the mouth it is very ripe, silky and nicely balanced with soft and smooth
tannins. Produced organically by the wonderful talent Pierre Vincent.

*89

CHAPELLE-CHAMBERTIN

Grand Cru

Domaine Trapet
An elusive and seemingly infinite wine with an arresting combination of power
and elegance. The oldest vine being planted in 1919.

*88

CHAMBERTIN

Grand Cru

Domaine Trapet
The King of French wines with an abundance of red and black fruits from one of
Gevrey Chambertin’s best growers Jean Louis who works the vines organically.

Domaine Mortet
"Mortet is a man of passion as well as perfectionism. Touring round his vineyard parcels shows quite plainly his commitment.
You feel he knows every single vine personally and the wines, full, generous, multi-dimensional, rich and expansive, have a lot
more to them than most. This is a splendid Domaine and the wines are getting better and better."
Clive Coates, MW, Cote D'Or
The wine world truly lost a master when, in January 2006, Denis tragically passed away. His son, Arnaud, had been working
alongside the master for a number of vintages. His passion and ability will guarantee the Domaine for years to come.

*84
*68(d)
*68(c)
*68(e)
*68

GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN ‘En Montrot’
GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN ‘Vielles Vignes’
GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN ‘Vielles Vignes’
GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN ‘Vielles Vignes’
GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN ‘Mes Cinq Terroirs’

2003
2007
2008
2010
2014

86.00
80.00
79.00
95.00
95.00

*95

ECHEZEAUX

Grand Cru

2012

95.00

2014

220.00

2015

75.00

2011

135.00

2015

34.00

Domaine Forey
A full and fresh aromatic Grand Cru wine, that mingles herbs with base fruit. This
is very good with lots of concentration – complex and impressive!

*94

ECHEZEAUX

Grand Cru

Domaine Rouget
Fruit aromas run toward dark and black berries with deep violet and warm earth
nuances that leave rounded rich and notably sweet medium full flavors that are
supple and also attractively textured as they are firm but not hard and underpinned
by moderately ripe tannins. True pinot noir at its BEST!

*101

VOUGEOT “Clos du Village”
Benjamin Le Roux
From the famous walled vineyard, a seductive wine, nearly creamy on the palate!
Very ripe fruit with wonderful elegance and power.

*86

CLOS VOUGEOT

Grand Cru

Domaine Forey
From the famous walled vineyard, a seductive wine, nearly creamy on the palate!
Very ripe fruit with wonderful elegance and power.

COTE CHALONNAISE ET MACONNAISE
*122

RULLY “Les Chaponniere”

Pierre Jacqueson
Excellent value red Burgundy from a grower that has a reputation for fighting above
his weight. Full of hedgerow fruits, it has a surprisingly silky texture, excellent length and soft tannins.

1er Cru

*120A RULLY “Preaux”

2016

38.00

Pierre Jacqueson
A traditional wine maker with grapes still trodden down by human feet.
Full flavoured and well balanced wine with a lovely dark berry fruit.

*25

GIVRY "A Vigne Rouge"

1er Cru

2016

40.00

Francois Lumpp
Making the best wines in Givry, by some stretch, if he were in any other part of Burgundy
he would be heralded as a super-star. Here is outstanding richness to this Pinot Noir wine,
with flavors that deliver fine depth on the impressively long finish.

*26

MERCUREY “Les Naugues”

1er Cru

2015

38.00

Domaine Jacqueson
A wonderful fresh and fruity pinot noir from young vines. It was a wine I just had to
buy after tasting it with Paul Jacqueson last December, great elegance and silky finesse.

THE BEAUJOLAIS REGION
Although officially and legally part of Burgundy, Beaujolais stands apart with its whole essence in youth lightness and fruity aromas,
which come from the Gamay Grape.

*130

BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES “La Chanaise”

2015

33.00

2016

33.00

2016

34.00

2016

35.00

2016

33.00

Dominique Piron
From the leader of Beaujolais wines. Highly recommended by Parker for his
fruity vibrant wines - to be drunk young

*133

FLEURIE ‘Madone Tradition’
Jean-Marc Despres
Deeply purple, floral with a hint of violets, gentle, delicate and elegant.
A delightful style of Fleurie.

*127

BROUILLY
Dominique Piron
On our visit, it was one of my favorite wines. Beautiful balance with
fruit and elegance lighter style that the other crus.

*142

MOULIN A VENT
Dominique Piron
The north Beaujolais, this wine is from 75 year old vines. Complex nose with spicy notes
and flowery hints. Juicy with soft tannins and mild quite long finish.It will keep on
improving during next few years.

*141

SAINT AMOUR
Dominique Piron
A tender and harmonious wine with lovely aromas of kirsch and spice. The palate is
light and juicy with bright fruit and elegance with a refreshing finish.

WHITE BORDEAUX
Bordeaux White is divided into two main regions, Graves and Sauternes. They are made from Sauvignon and Semillon
grapes or a blend of each. The White wines in Graves are dry, but become soft and sweet in the Sauternes area.
Bin

*151

G de GUIRAUD

Pessac Leognan

Vintage

Price €

2015

38.00

The 2015 G de Château Guiraud offers nectarine, pithy fruit on the nose.
The palate is crisp and fresh with plBienty of citrus fruit, dried pineapple and
green apples on the energetic finish. Located next to the famous Ch Yquem.

RED BORDEAUX
Although Bordeaux is best known for its “Grand Crus Classes” wines, which are universally recognized as the most prestigious wines in
the world, its basic Red Bordeaux or “Petit Chateau” wines offer excellent quality and value.

VINTAGE 2016
The Bordeaux 2016 vintage is one of the best vintages since 2010, the good summer weather and cooler September gave the
wines the perfect balance between ripeness and acidity. Although quality does vary from terroir to terroir.

*194

CHATEAU MOULIN DE MALLET

Bordeaux

36.00

A deep ruby red in colour. The expressive nose is redolent of ripe fruit.
Beautifully rounded palate with plenty of finesse. 80% Merlot, 20% Cabernet
Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc. Awarded silver medal Concour de Paris.

VINTAGE 2015
Some very good wines from 2015, but the level of quality varies from appellation to appellation and of course at each chateau.
The terroir and picking dates were crucial with 2015 Bordeaux. In general it’s a vintage that will drink young relatively early.

*191

SIRIUS

Bordeaux

33.00

Fermented and aged in oak in exactly the same way as the Grand Cru Classés
of Graves. Excellent balance, finesse and the complementary aromas of
the three Bordeaux grape varieties, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc.

*196

CHATEAU LA RESERVE D’ANGLUDET

Margaux

40.00

Margaux

135.00

St. Emilion

37.00

Margaux

42.00

The second wine of D'Angludet, made with the same care and attention Margaux finesse and elegance. It offers the best quality for price in the entire
Margaux appellation, offering dazzling aromatic expression and gentle extract.

*170

ALTER EGO DE PALMER

Cru Classe

Produced from the same world-renowned vineyards as Palmer. It
retains all the character of Palmer’s unique terroir. Intense aromas
and concentration on the palate, all with elegance.

*149

CHATEAU DE LA NAUVE - SAINT EMILION
Ruby Bordeaux from the merlot grape a rich and intense nose of inky black fruit,
followed by a supple, generous palate underpinned by elegant tannins.

*186

SICHEL MARGAUX

This Margaux opens with a bouquet of spice and black berried fruits and underlying
oak aromas. Fine aromatic complexity and warmth supplied by velvety tannins.
An elegant Grand Vin of an exceptional terroir and crafted with care by the Sichel family.

*155

CHATEAU VIELLE TOUR LA ROSE

Grand Cru Classe

Saint Emilion

32.00

Bordeaux

32.00

Bordeaux

34.00

Haut Medoc

42.00

Pessac-Leognan

58.00

Margaux

62.00

Owned by the Ybert family for more than four generations. They have
succeeded in keeping the Saint-Emilion Grand Cru classification ever
since 1987 thanks to their ever keener efforts to achieve consummate quality.

*167

CHATEAU LES RAMBAUDS (Malbec)
It is rare to find Bordeaux red made from 100% Malbec grapes I was thrilled to
discover this extraordinary example from Bernard Cazade. A silky smooth and
fragrant Bordeaux full of fresh raspberry notes and hints of violets

*175 CHATEAU D’AUZANET
The Cazade family, who have been growing wine for three generations work
Bio dynamically to create this powerful and strong wine with over 50% merlot,
grippy tannins and flavours of tapenade, toast and espresso. Impressive!

*176

CHATEAU BEAUMONT
With smoky aromas and structured tannins, this is still young and firm. Under
those tannins, the black currant fruit is developing to give a ripe wine with fine
acidity and structure. Rated best Beaumont yet by Decanter!

*147

CHATEAU OLIVIER
Power and poise of rich, muscular tannic frame for good ageing potential.
Continuing the more serious expression of Olivier over last few years with
addition of the new Bel Air plot. Awarded 93/100 in Decanter.

*181

CHATEAU CHAVALIER DE LASCOMBE
This is perhaps the most modern styled wine of Margaux being produced by any
chateau today. It’s rich, fleshy, ripe, occasionally jammy and in some vintages.
Always rated highly by Robert Parker.

VINTAGE 2014
The Bordeaux 2014 vintage is ‘one to watch’, says Steven Spurrier from Decanter’s tasting quartet show high quality wines from
chateaux across the region.

*158

CHATEAU D’ARGADENS

Bordeaux

32.00

Lalande de
Pomerol

38.00

Haut Medoc

38.00

Pomerol

58.00

Pauillac

85.00

A thoroughly modern style Bordeaux from the famous Sichel family, lavish
with intense berry fruit as well as soft vanilla oak spice. Lovely chewy texture
with supple tannins. A blend of 55% Merlot and 45% Cabernet Sauvignon.
Matured in French oak for 12 months. Gold medal at the international
wine challenge.

*171

CHATEAU PERRON
This wine from 50% Merlot Noir reinforces the image of a professional
whose aim is to give his customers the best quality, value and price.

*161

DEMOISELLE DE SOCIANDO MALLET
The 2nd wine of the Château Sociando-Mallet is made of 35% Cabernet
Sauvignon and 65% Merlot. Violet aromas, fresh and mature black fruits define
sublimely this wine, elegant and charming.

*179

CHATEAU L’ENCLOS

Cru Bourgeois

Neighboring the famous Château Petrus, Château L’Enclos is situated on
the sunny western slope of the famed Pomerol plateau. The mixture of sand
and gravels soils, produces profoundly pleasureable wine noted for its lush
mouthfeel and silky tannins

*174

ECHO DE LYNCH BAGES
The Second Wine of Ch. Lynch Bages, Jean-Michel Cazes has brought
new vigour to this wine which was seriously impressive with a kick of sweet
cassis fruit beautifully cloaking the grippy but extremely ripe tannins.

VINTAGE 2013
A very difficult vintage due to the poor spring, a late Indian summer meant that the northern Left Bank cabernets got the best
deal of the reds this year. Production down 30% across to region.

*145

CHATEAU LAFONT MENAUT

Pessac-Leognan

36.00

Owned by Philibert Perrin, son of the owner of Château Carbonnieux, this
15 hectare property has produced a cherry- fruited, weighty wine with ripe
tannins and good minerality. This is a property with an excellent future.

VINTAGE 2012
A difficult vintage, especially for the Cabernet Sauvignon, but it benefitted the earlier refining Merlots. It will give us earlier
drinking wines with cassis fruit.

*197

CHATEAU LANESSAN

Cru Bourgeois

Haut Medoc

42.00

Saint Julien

68.00

Margaux

65.00

An insider’s wine often of classified growth quality. The 2012 is
60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 36% Merlot and 4% Petit Verdot, the wine
will be aged in 33% new oak. This wine has a nice colour, medium bodied,
and ends with fresh cranberry flavors.

*168

CHATEAU LA CROIX DE BEAUCAILLOU
The delightful second label from Château Durcu-Beaucaillou, La Croix
shows a wonderful vibrancy of fruit, depth, a sophisticated and polished
St-Julien. 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, and 40% Merlot. Awarded 17/20
in decanter magazine.

*200

CHATEAU ANGLUDET
A powerful and tannic wine with lots of jammy black fruits. Well above its
Cru Bourgeois classification. Softer style than the more full bodied 2005 vintage.

VINTAGE 2011
Despite have Summer in Spring and Spring during the Summer, the 2011 vintage was indeed very good and more typical than
that of the two vintages that preceded it – as usual the top growers made great wines.

*182

CHATEAU CAILLOU LES MARTINS

Lussac St Emilion

45.00

St Emilion

42.00

St Emilion

37.00

Pauillac

55.00

Margaux

66.00

The harvesting is done by hand to preserve the great aromatic potential
of the grapes. The 2011 shows a deep garnet red with purple tints. Generous
nose of spice combined with overripe fruit, making an intense wine.

*129

CHATEAU DE BRENS

Grand Cru

This nine-hectare estate lies in an exceptional terroir at the heart of
the Saint-Emilion appellation. Supervised with passionate dedication
by the vineyard owner the winemaking process culminates with
18 months' barrel-ageing.

*184 CHATEAU FLEUR DE FONPLEGADE

Grand Cru

Fleur de Fonplégade offers a vibrant expression of our vineyard,
highlighting lush, generous fruit, velvety tannins and elegant length.
Produced organically by the famous Adams family since 2009.

*148

CHATEAU FLEUR DE PEDESCLAUX
Great balance and elegance define the fruit and structure of this wine true to
Pauillac. The black currant and thick skinned fruit bounds from the glass,
fills the mouth with undeniable Bordelaise appeal –charming wine.

*180

CHATEAU CONNETABLE TALBOT
The second wine of Château Talbot is also famous for its regular quality,
benefiting from the know-how of the domain. Very Saint-Julien in style
with back fruit and soft tannin.

*164

CHATEAU ANGLUDET

Margaux

72.00

Saint-Julien

79.00

Pessac Leognan

75.00

A powerful and tannic wine with lots of jammy black fruits. Well above its
Cru Bourgeois classification. Softer style than the more full bodied 2005 vintage.

*156

CHATEAU GLORIA
Licorice, blackberry and fresh cèpe on the nose. Full and velvety-textured,
with lots of fruit and a long, caressing finish. Pretty and rich.
One of best Gloria in years, 90 Points with Parker.

*188

CHATEAU DE FIEUZAL

Grand Cru Classe

A powerful tannic wine, intensely concentrated with a smoky, intense
blackberry fruit. Recently purchased by an Irish man Loughlin-Quinn.

VINTAGE 2010
Parker rated the 2010 in Bordeaux along with 2009 and 2005’s. The greatest vintages he has ever tasted! They are wines that
will enjoy astonishing longevity.

*165

CALECHES DE LANESSAN

Cru Bourgeois

Haut Medoc

38.00

Graves

45.00

Moulis

39.00

Haut-Medoc

40.00

A round and fruity Haut-Médoc, very well balanced with silky tannins.
The second wine of Château Lanessan. Red and black fruit with a beautiful
structure, thanks to a delicate mix of different grapes - mostly Merlot and
Cabernet Sauvignon.

*198

CHATEAU CRABITEY
Overall a cracking claret which far out punches its price tag. Packed full
of blackcurrant and plum fruit along with tobacco leaf, mocha and smoky
oak palate.

*160

CHATEAU POMEYS
We just imported this wine after a recent tasting, very approachable when
young with a cool label! Fine fragrant cassis fruit, good smoothness and
nicely balanced wine.

*169 CHATEAU CAMBON LA PELOUSE

A Dense ruby/purple wine, which exhibits load of licorice, barbecue smoke,
roasted meats, black currants and sweet cherries. It is well-made, medium-bodied,
with silky tannins and a long finish. 90 points in Wine Spectator.

*154

CHATEAU D’ESCURAC
From a small family estate which is now producing top wines: Winner of

Medoc

46.00

Margaux

95.00

the 1999 Coupe des Crus Bourgeois, it is now prized, but still reasonably priced.
50% Merlot and 50% Cabernet sauvignon.

*192

CHATEAU D’ANGLUDET

Already approachable, with ample ripe blackberries, earth and floral notes,
the wine is soft, round and open, with an earthy, cassis and black cherry filled finish.
Awarded 90 points in wine Spectator.

VINTAGE 2009
One of the great vintages in Bordeaux, deemed even to be better than the 2005’s. The only problem is the exorbitant prices
been asked for the wines en primeur.

*183

CHATEAU CITRAN

Margaux

52.00

Terrific to have a fine red Bordeaux from a brilliant vintage that is drinking
beautifully. This 50/50 blend of Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot has a deep,
saturated colour and the intrinsic fruit and balance of this great vintage

*178

CHATEAU SOCIANDO MALLET

Cru Bourgeois

This wine equals many classified growths, it has a surging reputation. A deep
and dark colour wine, complex aromas of little red fruits and a well-integrated
with a fine oaky finish. The wine is full-bodied, straight and elegant, with a lot
of freshness and depth.

Haut Medoc

85.00

VINTAGE 2007
A difficult vintage, saved with a sunny August. Wines will drink sooner than recent vintages.

*172

CHATEAU CROIX DE BEAUCAILLOU

Saint Julien

75.00

The delightful second label from Château Durcu-Beaucaillou, La Croix is a lovely
mix of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Cabernet Franc. While not as powerful as
the Grand Vin, it still possesses all the elegance and breeding without the higher price tag.

VINTAGE 2004
This looks like it could be a very good year producing good wine throughout the region. It was an abundant year and those who
thinned their crop will undoubtedly have achieved much better results.

*185

BRIO DE CANTENAC BROWN

Margaux

58.00

This is the 2nd wine of the famous Cantenac Brown in Margaux. The batches that will
go into Brio are chosen largely to make the second wine as wonderful as possible!
65% cabernet sauvignon, 30% merlot and 5% cabernet franc. Drinking well now.

VINTAGE 2002
After a difficult start to 2002. It ended fantastically well, with an excellent September and wonderful ripe grapes.

*159

L’ESPRIT DE CHEVALIER

Pessac-Leognan

56.00

This is the 2nd wine of the famous Domaine de Chevalier.
A rich ruby coloured wine with aromas of tobacco, smoke and a
little oak. Earthy style from mainly Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot grapes.

JURA
Jura is France’s smallest designated wine region, and yet it’s one of the most complicated to understand, with a host of
Interesting wine styles, notably the two below.

*371

VIN JAUNE

Jura

(62cl)

2007

49.00

(50cl)

2012

42.00

Fruitiere Vinicole D’Arbois
Produced from a local grape variety called Savagnin, this wine is aged for seven years
in barrel under a veil of flor yeast. This ‘yellow’ wine is bone dry, savoury and powerful

*373

VIN DE PAILLE

Jura

A real specialty wine, literally translates as straw wine, where the grapes are ripened on
Straw lattes until they have lost 80% humidity, then pressed and fermented giving this unique
Sweet wine from Jura. Ideal with foie gras.

RHONE VALLEY
The Rhone Valley’s 140 mile stretch supports some of the rarest and most famous wines in the wine- drinking world. Most of the
Rhone produces full, tannic and generous red wines. The white wines are rich, strong and fine-flavoured.

WHITE
*224 CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE “Clos des Papes”

2015

59.00

Paul Avril
A big, rich wine by Vincent’s standards, this 2015 offers lots of salty minerality in
its ripe citrus, spiced apples and honeycomb-laced aromas. Awarded 93/100 Robert Parker

*227 CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE “Clos des Papes”

2006

72.00

Paul Avril
‘Clos des Papes’ has probably the best ageing potential of all white Chateauneuf.
It is just developing rich, mellow lime and boiled fruit notes on the palate, with spice and some
hints of coffee astoundingly on the nose. It is a rich, daring and intriguing wine.

*203 VACQUEYRAS “Mineral”

2016

34.00

2016

38.00

2016

38.00

2016

55.00

Domaine Montirius
A wonderful fresh and fruity organic wine from the Saurel family. A real discovery
packed with flavour and minerality. A blend of Grenache, Roussanne & Bourboulenc

*247

ST. JOSEPH
Pierre Gaillard
Pierre only uses Roussanne, as this produces wines with interesting complexity
and good rich characteristics. This wine expresses complexity and good mineral
features.

*249

ST. JOSEPH “Lyseras”
Yves Cuilleron
Produced by one of the best growers in the Northern Rhone Yves. A wonderful full
yet refreshing wine with apricot & pear aromas from the Marsanne grape.

*234

CONDRIEU “La Petite Cote”

Yves Cuilleron
An excellent, richly fragrant & complex Viognier with honey suckle & orange marmalade
undertones. Described by Parker as one of the most brilliant white Winemaker’s in
the Northern Rhone.

ROSE
*202 VACQUEYRAS “Perle de Rosee”

2015

32.00

Domaine Montirius
A wonderful fresh and fruity organic rose wine, they only keep the first press to keep
The elegance and minerality in the wine. A great food Rose!
________

RED
*207 GIGONDAS “Terre des Aines”

2015

Domaine Montirius
A lovely deep dark red organic wine from old vines. On the nose it has hints of liquorice,
violets and black fruits. In the mouth, it is both delicate and powerful with fine grain tannins
and good texture from 80% grenache and 20% mourvedre.

39.00

*269

SYRAH “La Dernier Vigne”

2016

32.00

2015

36.00

Domaine Gaillard
A typical Syrah wine from the northern Rhone. Good concentration of fruit
And flavours.

*201 COTES DU RHONE “Serine”
Domaine Montirius
A powerful organic wine with 100% Syrah grape with Serine an inky purple
colour to go with lots of mineral-laced dark fruits, pepper, ground herbs and smoke.
A real beauty!

VINCENT AVRIL
Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’
The Clos des Papes originally formed part of the papal vineyards, first started
bottling its wine as Clos des Papes in 1896 under the auspices of Paul Avril, whose
family had been producing wine in the region since the 17th century. The 8th
generation Paul sadly passed away in 2009 at the age of 72. His son Paul-Vincent
carried on the Clos des Papes legacy, since 1987 Vincent has built the “Clos des
Papes” to iconic status, working the vineyard organically and winning the Wine
Spectator “Number 1 Wine of the World” in 2007 for the 2005 vintage with the 2015
getting a whopping 97/100 Parker score.
Although the 2005 and 2007 vintages of Clos des Papes are almost universally
agreed to be two of the best wines that the estate has ever produced, the 2014 has
more finesse and elegance. The vintage received a not-to-be-shrugged at 94 points
from Robert Parker, who describes it” as unquestionably a top-flight seductive wine. Every foudre I tasted was beautifully
pure displaying a deep ruby/plum color, sweet kirsch and black raspberry fruit, full body, decent acidity and sweet, velvety
tannins.”

*260
*244
*239
*248

Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’
Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’
Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’
Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’

2015
2014
2005
2003

€75.00
€75.00
€110.00
€78.00

*281

Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’

2015

€150.00

DBL MAGNUM *283

Châteauneuf-du-Pape ‘Clos des Papes’

2015

€285.00

RED

MAGNUM

*261

CROZE HERMITAGE “Laya”

2015

33.00

2015

38.00

2015

48.00

2014

68.00

Yves Cuilleron
A deep purple-coloured wine made from over 100% Syrah grape. Elegant with lots
of fruit, yet quite powerful with gorgeous blackberry and floral aromas.

*255

ST. JOSEPH “Cavanos”
Yves Cuilleron
A dark intensive colour with strong aromas of ripe red fruits & spices from
the Syrah grape. Used to be called Amarybelle in previous years.

*265

ST. JOSEPH “Les Serines”
Yves Cuilleron
Les Serines is Yves’ top St Joseph, from 40 plus year old vines. This is a robust,
finely structured wine, with firm mineral acidity cutting through the granitic blocks
of black fruit, and a very pure finish.

*237

COTE ROTIE “Bassesson”
Yves Cuilleron
A deep purple-coloured wine made from over 90% Syrah blended with a little Viognier.
Elegant and powerful with gorgeous blackberry and floral flavours. Yves is without
doubt one of the stars of the Northern Rhone.

LANGUEDOC – ROUSSILLON - CAHOR
Among all the French viticultural regions, none has made more progress in recent years than this sun-drenched region. It now
presents delicious red & white wines which offer real value.

RED
*212

CHATEAU TRILLOL

2014

32.00

2015

34.00

2015

38.00

2014

36.00

2012

38.00

2014

32.00

Sichel family
High in the hills of the Corbières, in a stunning corner of south west France,
Here the local grape varieties, Grenache, Syrah and Carignan (harvested by hand),
result in an authentic wine that is packed with character and a strong sense of place.

*322

COLLIOURE “Cuvee Serral”
Domaine Madeloc
Dark Colour with intense aromas of red berries, liquorice & vanilla. The ripened
Grenache offers fig notes on the finish and the Mourvedre coasts the wine with
pleasant smoky notes. Easy to drink!

*259

COLLIOURE “Cuvee Crestall”
Domaine Madeloc
A more powerful wine than the Serral, a real original wine blend of Syrah
and Mouvedre. Packed with smoked black fruit, vanilla and spice flavours.

*321

FAUGERES “Transhumance”
Domaine Cottebrune
A lovely nose of very ripe, smoky Grenache fruit, with notes of raspberry,
black cherry, rosemary and black pepper. Full bodied and very masculine
on the palate, with plenty of ripe, meaty tannins and firm acidity behind the
black cherry fruit.

*332

FAUGERES “Parole de Berger”
Domaine Cottebrune
A strong, elegent and complex wine from the very best of soils in Faugere,
made from 80% Syrah and 20% Grenache, made by the Gaillard family.

*166

LA PETIT BERGERIE

Domaine Croiselle
La Petite Bergerie is a second label project produced by the Croiselle family. The wine
is 100% Malbec and comes from vines that are in excess of thirty years of age and which
are currently under conversion to organic status.

*325

LES FILLES DE PERDIGUIER

2014

38.00

2003

75.00

2005

68.00

Domaine De Perdiguier
For lovers of Cabernet Franc, the Filles Perduiguier comes with a whacky Picasso-like
label and is blended with a little Grenache. It is immediately approachable and juicy.

*328

LA SOULA
Gerard Gauby
From one of the top winegrowers in the Roussillon. It is produced organically
and offers a sumptuous ripe fruit flavour. Very rich yet with soft tannins.

*339

DOMAINE DE TRAVELLON
Eloi Dürrbach
A powerful unique wine from the ‘Les Baux”, with a high percentage of
Cabernet Sauvignon.

*250

BANYULS ‘Cirera’ (Sweet red wine) (50cl)

2012

29.00

N.V.

29.00

Pierre Gaillard
France’s answer to port, rich with tons of dried fruit, spice and vanilla aromas.
One of the great matches with dark chocolate.

*257

BANYULS ‘Robert Pages’ (Sweet red wine) (50cl)

Pierre Gaillard
Aged partly in glass bonbonnes which are exposed to the sun to achieve rancio
characters, and part in old foudre, A blend of Grenache (90%) and Grenache Gris (10%).
Ideal with cheese especially Blue style cheeses.

LOIRE
Truly the garden of France, from Blais to St. Nazaire. These wines are famous for their rightness and dryness of character.

WHITE
*355

SAUVIGNON - Touraine CHENONCEAUX

2016

30.00

2014

33.00

2015

33.00

Domaine Baron
Delightfully fresh and ripe, zesty sauvignon with fine mineral purity and fruit intensity.
Concentrated and rounded on the palate with underlying mineral depth
and perfect steely acidity to balance, finishing very long.

*221

MUSCADET ‘Serve et Maine sur Lie’
Château le Noe
Muscadet is produced in the coastal area around the mouth of the Loire form a variety
called Melon de Bourgogne and it is particularly adept at matching seafood. Lovely bright
and clean aromas of lemon and green apple, with a crisp, light palate

*354

SAUMUR BLANC ‘Terre Blanches’

Domaine de L’Enchantoir
A little gem of a wine I first tasted in a Parisian Bistro, made for Chenin Blanc. A dry style wine
with a wonderful exotic fruit and floral aromas.

*211

POUILLY FUME

2016

38.00

2017

52.00

2016

46.00

2015

34.00

Jonathon Didier Pabiot
A 5th generation wine grower in Pouille-Sur-Loire. A delicious clean wine with subtle fruits,
perfectly balanced, long and dry on the palate, leaving you longing for another sip!

213

POUILLY-FUME ‘La Demoiselle de Bourgeois’
Henri Bourgeois
Made from a strict selection of the best Sauvignon grapes, taut, mineral rich & intense.

216

SANCERRE “La Porte du Caillou”
Henri Bourgeois
Real zingy lemon zest, mineral and chalk notes on a crisp, lively frame, with the citrus
edge holding sway on the finish.

ROSE
*218

CABERNET D’ANJOU ‘Douceur Angevine’
Domaine Enchantoir
Cabernet d’Anjou is the appellation specifically reserved for rose Anjou wines made from the
Cabernet grapes. Fruit-driven and more complex than typical rose wines.

ALSACE
Alsace wines are dry and full flavored, easy to distinguish from other French wines because of their distinctive perfumed bouquet. The
specific aromatic nature of these wines depends on the grape variety.

*220

GEWURZTRAMINER Riquewihr

2012

35.00

2012

36.00

Domaine Trapet
The perfect wine of Alsace, round unctuous with lovely balanced acidity
and exotic flavours. It is a very good match with smoked or spicy style dishes

*219

RIESLING Beblenheim

Domaine Trapet
Riesling is the most successful grape variety in Alsace. This dry Riesling is minerally citrusy
and full of ripe green fruits. A very well balanced and refined wine which is very versatile with food.

*238

SONNENGLAZ PINOT GRIS

Grand Cru

Domaine Trapet
The marvelous exposure gives this wine an attractive gold colour of great intensity.
On the nose, it has a fine, concentrated aroma of ripe fruit.
A well-balanced wine with a long finish.

2010

42.00

ITALY
Italy has undergone a renaissance in wine-making since the mid 80’s; it stands unrivalled as wines of diversity and value. This is the
third year we directly imported Individual Estate Wines from Italy, the fun and challenge was to pick the gems of Italy’s ecological
treasure chest.

342

PINOT GRIGIO - ALÌSIA’

Veneto

2017

39.00

Astoria
A top Pinot Grigio with all hand picked grapes, riper, rounder and with more character, but still retains
the crisp refreshing finish due to the cold fermentation in vat.

347

GAVI “Tradizione”

Piedmont

2017

37.00

2013

38.00

2013

35.00

2016

35.00

2015

49.00

2012

69.00

2013

37.00

2015

38.00

2001

62.00

Araldica
A light to medium bodied with balanced citrus and green fruit flavors, mineral
overtones and a lovely, refreshing, dry finish.Produced from this local Cortese grape.

RED
345

CAMPARO BARBERA D’ASTI

Piedmont

Cascina La Ghersa
This is one of the outstanding domains in Piedmont, consistently rated by all the
Top international wine guides. Intense and perfumed with mature red and black fruits,
coffee, sweet spice and prunes. Full-bodied with soft tannins.

346

PIAGE BARBERA D’ASTI

Piedmont

Casina La Ghersa
Intense ruby red color with purple hues, brilliant clean aroma, Typical of the Barbera
grape: highlight notes of red fruits and berries, cherries and currants. Fruity, smooth
and full-bodied.

348

CHIANTI ANTICHE VIE

Tuscany

Pietro Beconcini Agricola
A delicious soft and, smoot round and fruit wine from the Sangiovese grape, from a
small estate run by Leonardo Beconcini

343

VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO

Verona

Tenute Falezza
Its peculiarity is to have the characteristics of the best Valpolicella, completed by a
‘re-passing’ fermentation with the po mac of skins and seeds of grapes that are left
from the fermentation of Amarone and/or Recioto. It therefore reaches the
harmony between its scent and its full yet balanced body.

351

AMORONE VALPOLICELLA “Col De Bastia’

Verona

Fattori
A wonderful smooth and rich wine from the Col de la Bastia at 450m in the
foot hills of the Alps, the low night temperatures favour the primary aromas and fine
elegant structure of this wine.

352

ROSSO CONERO

Verona

Villa Malacari
A 100% Montepulciano, natural wine, full, dried fruits, cedar and spice, lovely texture,
a delicious wine. Aged for 12 months in oak casks.

361

AMARANTA MONTEPLULCIANO D’ABRUZZO

Monteplulciano

Tenuta Ulisse
Ruby red color with garnet reflections, intense and persistent fragrance; the bouquet is
intense, fruity, persistent, with notes of dried flowers, spice, liquorice, marasca
cherries. the palate is stylish and velvety. Awarded 99/100 Maroni Italian Wine Guide.

349

SITO MORESCO

Piedmont

Angelo Gaja
Nearly equal parts Nebbiolo, Merlot, and Cab. Robust. Smoke, dark fruit, licorice, saddle
leather, raspberry, meaty. Well-balanced, drinking well now.

SPAIN
Spain has more land under vines than any other country in Europe. With recent changes in vinification methods the Spanish have
made vast strides in improving the quality of the wines.

WHITE
276

ALBARION DIONISOS – Rias Baixas

2017

35.00

2013

35.00

2014

39.00

2011

75.00

2011

95.00

Don Perdo
Chervil, asparagus, old fashioned lemonade on the nose. The palate is
wonderful with lots of gummy lemon mans ripe melon flavours and acidic.
A really lovely Albariño.

RED
277

BERONIA RESERVA
Bodegas Beronia
Smooth and gentle to the palate, with shades of ripened fruits combined with
dark-roasts, spices and liquor.

279 CONDE DE SAN CRISTOBAL – Ribera Del Duero
Marques de Vargas
An organic wine with great finesse and complexity, is a perfect representation of a
fresh, creative, innovative and modern Ribera, yet made with the most traditional wine
making techniques

266

PINTIA – Ribera Del Duero
Vega Sicilia
Pintia 2010 has a strong entry, full of red and black fruit, toasty oak notes and lively tannins.
It shows a firm backbone, with great persistence, a marked acidity and a harmonious
finale. 95 with parker

262

ALION – Ribera Del Duero
Vega Sicilia
Alion is certainly a modern wine, an opulent and seductive 100% Tempranillo aged for
14 months in new French oak barrels, but – as one would expect from Vega Sicilia – there is
nothing over-the-top about the wine. It is all about elegance, harmony, and pure pleasure.

ARGENTINA
These wines were selected from the famous Arizu family, originally from Spain. The vines were first planted in 1901, the third and
fourth generation are currently in charge.

RED
370

BIANCHI PARTICULAR MALBEC Reserve
Casa Bianchi
This wine comes from one of the top producers in San Rafael, just below Mendoza.
It's a really nice drinking Malbec: fresh fruit flavours, some wild herbal notes and
a juicy mouthfeel. Very lively!

2016

45.00

SOUTH AFRICA
These wines have been selected with the assistance of Master of Wines Richard Kelley who is also regular contributor to the famous
John Platter SA Wine Guide.

RED
*365

PINOTAGE – BEAUMONT

2013

33.00

2012

34.00

2012

36.00

2012

38.00

2012

38.00

2012

48.00

2008

42.00

Bot River
From the oldest wine cellar in Bot River. this Pinotage has a ripe strawberry
and redcurrant nose. Further concentrated red fruits reveal themselves on the
silky palate. Awarded 93/100 in Decanter.

*368

“LANGARM” – Western Cape
Solms Delta
“A rustic blend of the Cape wines with a combination of juicy black fruit and
spicy, Savoury flavours from a blend of pinotage with grenach and cabernet
sauvignon. This is a well-priced wine that is certainly worth trying out.

*372

MAX – MILES MOSSOP
Stellenbosch
A Bordeaux Blend with Cabernet Sauvignon, merlot and petit Verdot. The
grapes are hand picked at peak maturity and matured in French oak. Beautiful
blackcurrent and roasted aromas.

*367

SHIRAZ MOURVEDRE – BEAUMONT
Bot River
Shiraz brings the juicy ripe berry texture with some spice while the Mourvedre
tightens up the blend and brings a herbal focus and length. Awarded 4 stars
in John Platter Guide.

*364

EAGLES NEST SHIRAZ
Constania
The outstanding producer of Rhone style reds in the Cape, the small, bonsai-like
vines have made some of the Cape’s best Shiraz since the first release in 2005.
Awarded 95/100 in Decanter.

*353

SYRAH, TULBAGH
FABLE Mountain Vineyards
Rich, intense, focused blueberry pie, black cherry kirsch liqueur and a salty note. Pure
and masculine, driven with dark fruit. Outstanding wine, Awarded 5 Stars in the John
Platter Guide

*358

THE FOUNDRY SYRAH
Stellenbosch
The Foundry, has won critical acclaim, this 100% syrah is a benchmark for the grape.
The aim is to produce a wine of refinement rather than brute power, retaining the
herb-and-spice appeal the variety achieves in the northern Rhône.

DESSERT WINES
White
Bin

*137

CHATEAU des ARROUCATS ‘Sainte-Croix du Mont’

Vintage

Price €

2015

34.00

(50cl)

2011

26.00

(½bt)

2006

38.00

(½bt)

1999

175.00

(50cl)

2015

29.00

(50cl)

2014

28.00

(½bt)

1994

89.00

1969

50.00

2010

38.00

(50cl)

2012

29.00

(50cl)

N.V.

29.00

Sauternes

Classic Sauterne Style wine from graves from botrytised grapes, Aromas of
marmalade, honey yet fresh and tangy. Ideal dessert wine and with blue cheese.

*199

SAUTERNES SICHEL

Sauternes

This classic Sweet sauterne wine made from grapes with noble rot, all
hand-picked giving a great rich aromatic wine.

*193

CHATEAU DE LA CHARTREUSE

Sauternes

Sémillon-Sauvignon Sauternes shows maple syrup, honey and apricot on the nose.
The palate shows candied citrus fruit and a good streak of acidity which cuts through the sweetness

*190

CHATEAU D’YQUEM

Sauternes

Château Yquem 1999: The only Château classified 1er cru in the Sauterne shire.
Yquem is before all a family story for four centuries. With its unique taste, the
wonderful wine is now legendary. The Chateau Yquem 1999 is exceptional.

*258

BANYULS ‘Asphodeles’ (White)

Roussillon

Pierre Gaillard
A beautiful fresh and balanced dessert wine from Grenache Gris, beautiful floral aromas with
Peach fruit, ideally with fruit desserts.

*267

ROUSSILLIERE VDP

Rhone

Yves Cuilleron
A beautiful sweet dessert wine with a highly complex array of aromas: apricots, quinces,
candied citrus and exotic-fruit peel and a hint of honey. Good sweet/fresh balance.

*49

MACON “Bongran Cuvee Botrytis”

Burgundy

Jean Thevenet
An impressive dessert wine made from Chardonnay grapes with depth and huge fruit
intensity of dried figs and peach. This wine is only made when exceptional conditions permit.

300

VOUVRAY ‘Le Mont’

Demi-Sec

Loire

Gaston Huet
Polished and youthful appearance. Lovely delicate and complex nose. Still youthful
palate, with a lovely grip and texture on entry. Crisp and fresh acidity. Great finish.

*153

CHATEAU D’ORIGNAC

(½bt)

Bordeaux

Pineau des Charentes
Beautiful amber color with golden tints, it offers a powerful aromatic nose, with subtle
hints of ripe yellow fruits like apricot, honey and raisins, spice & flowers.

Red
*250

BANYULS ‘Cirera’

Roussillon

Pierre Gaillard
France’s answer to port, rich with tons of dried fruit, spice and vanilla aromas.
One of the great matches with dark chocolate.

*257

BANYULS ‘Robert Pages’

Roussillon

Pierre Gaillard
Aged partly in glass bonbonnes which are exposed to the sun to achieve rancio characters, and
part in old foudre, A blend of Grenache (90%) and Grenache Gris (10%). Ideal with cheese especially Blue
style cheeses.

*369

CAPE VINTAGE RESERVE

South Africa

De Krans
A port wine from the Cape Vintage Reserve is from 60% Nacional, 30% Barocca and 10% Roriz, all
vinified apart. The 2013 is the 11th consecutive vintage to achieve a Platter Five Star rating.

2013

39.00

BIG BOTTLES
We have a great choice of Magnums, Double Magnums, Jeroboams and Imperials. They are ideal for a Large party or that special
occasion! I would appreciate if you could order these wines a few hours beforehand as they are kept in our Main Cellar

WHITE
MAGNUMS (2 BTS)
*295

POUILLY FUISSE “Les Crays”

Burgundy

2015

77.00

Burgundy

2015

120.00

Burgundy

2015

130.00

Burgundy

2014

90.00

Burgundy

2016

180.00

Burgundy

2009

275.00

Rhone

2013

58.00

2012

60.00

Rhone

2014

72.00

Rhone

2012

88.00

2010

85.00

Eric Forest
A clean wine full of pure Chardonnay fruit, backed up with subtle, vanilla
oak & typical nutty flavours from this single yineyard, which under review to
be the first Pouilly Fuisse with 1er Cru status.

*309

POUILLY FUISSE “24 Carats”

Eric Forest
A powerful Pouille fuisse, limited to the best 3 barrels in the cellar, so only
1000 bottles made each year. Fresh on the palate with spicy buttery flavours

*315

MEURSAULT “LES TILLETS”
Alain Gras
The nose is marked with very delicate mineral aromas, with white flowers
and a touch of oak. A powerful balanced wine from the upper slopes of
Meursault, Alain only produces 3000 bottles.

*307

1er Cru

CHABLIS “MONTEE DE TONNERRE”

Louis Michel
Differs from the Chablis Village by its more complex and persistent
flavour and bouquet. Described by Decanter as a textbook Chablis
and given a whopping 94/100.

JEROBOAMS (4 BTS)
*304

POUILLY FUISSE “Les Crays”
Eric Forest
A clean wine full of pure Chardonnay fruit, backed up with subtle, vanilla
oak & typical nutty flavours from this single yineyard, which under review to
be the first Pouilly Fuisse with 1er Cru status.

*310

1er Cru

VOUGEOT BLANC

Domaine de La Vougeraie
Vinified organically by an excellent young wine grower Pierre Vincent.
Deserves to be classed as a Grand Cru, outstanding!

RED
MAGNUMS (2 BTS)
*280

COTES-DU-RHONE VILLAGE ‘Les Genets’

Vignerons de Chusclan
Medium-bodied red, with a very pleasant bouquet, ripe fruit and pepper spices.
Excellent with red meats and game.

*316

CHATEAU D’ARGADENS

Bordeaux

Sichel
A thoroughly modern style Bordeaux from the famous Sichel family, lavish with
intense berry fruit as well as soft vanilla oak spice. Lovely chewy texture with
supple tannins.

*303

ST JOSEPH “L’Amarybelle”
Yves Cuilleron
A dark intensive colour with strong aromas of ripe red fruits & spices from
the Syrah grape. Used to be called Amarybelle in previous years.

*306

GIGONDAS ‘Terres des Aines’

Domaine Montirius
A lovely deep dark red organic wine from old vines. On the nose it has hints of liquorice,
violets and black fruits.

*290

FLEUR DE FONPLEYAGE – SAINT EMILION

Grand Cru

Bordeaux

Adams Family
Fleur de Fonplégade offers a vibrant expression of our vineyard, highlighting lush,
generous fruit, velvety tannins and elegant length.

MAGNUMS (2 BTS)
*318

LA RESERVE D’ANGLUDET - Margaux

Bordeaux

2014

79.00

Burgundy

2010

88.00

Rhone

2015

150.00

Rhone

2013

115.00

2009

235.00

2013

230.00

2015

285.00

Bordeaux

1988

380.00

Bordeaux

1999

490.00

2013

540.00

2013

580.00

1997

520.00

Sichel
The second wine of D'Angludet, made with the same care and attention Margaux finesse and elegance.

*289

CHATEAU DE MONTHELIE “La Velle”

1er Cru

Eric de Suremain
A long vinification and new oak casks have given this organic wine a
deep purple colour, strawberry aromas and a great deal of finesse.

*281

CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE “Clos des Papes”
Paul Avril
Rated one of the best Chateauneufs of the vintage, with the harmony
of sweet fruit and savoury tannins and the weight in the mouth which
marries Burgundian poise with Mediterranean warmth.

JEROBOAMS (4 BTS)
*282

COTES-DU-RHONE VILLAGE ‘Les Genets’

Vignerons de Chusclan
Medium-bodied red, with a very pleasant bouquet, ripe fruit and pepper spices.
Excellent with red meats and game.

*292

GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN ‘Les Champs’

Grand Cru

Burgundy

Olivier Guyot
A big wine from a man with a big personality, Olivier works the vines organically
and still uses the horses to work the soil. Lovely kirsch fruits and minerality.

*308

VOSNE ROMANEE

Burgundy

Domaine Forey
Dark cherries, spices and menthol are some of the notes that flow from this richly
flavored Vosne. Sweet balsamic nuances linger on the finish. (90pts Wine Advocate)

*283

CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE “Clos des Papes”

Rhone

Paul Avril
In 2013 Mourvèdre and Syrah came to the rescue of a less productive Grenache,
firm black berries mingling with small, black olive notes, and lovely mixed spices
on the back palate. Awarded 94/100 Wine Spectator.

*291

CHATEAU BEAUSEJOUR BECOT
Saint Emilion – Grand Cru
Kicked off with a spicy nose filled with blackberry, truffle and cherry. This
medium bodied wine is fully mature but holding perfectly well!

*305

COS D’ESTOURNEL

Cru Classe

Saint Estephe
Parker stated that the dark ruby-colored 1999 Cos is a supremely elegant effort.
The wine offers notes of dried Provencal herbs, smoke, licorice, black cherries, and cassis.

*312

VOSNE ROMANEE ‘Les Gaudichots’

1er Cru

Burgundy

Domaine Forey
Collectors are however beginning to appreciate the Gaudichots
terroir – and the demand for the few bottles made is rising year after year.
It shows great intensity in its dark fruit, a seductive wine layered with sweet spices.

*313

CLOS VOUGEOT

Grand Cru

Burgundy

Domaine Forey
From the famous walled vineyard, a seductive wine, nearly creamy on the palate!
Very ripe fruit with wonderful elegance and power.

MATUSALEM / IMPERIALS
*311

CHATEAU HAUT BATAILLEY(8BTS) 5eme

Cru Classe

Pauillac

A wonderful and complete classic Pauillac, mainly composed of Cabernet Sauvignon (70%)
It is an elegant, straight wine with blackcurrant and cedar aromas. Will age wonderfully
in this large format.

HALF BOTTLE SELECTION
Bin

Vintage

Price €

N.V.

38.00

2016

14.00

2016
2016

15.00
28.00

2015
2015
2016
2016
2014
2016

15.00
18.00
19.00
21.00
35.00
29.00

2016

15.00

2014
2015
2015

15.00
19.00
19.00

2015
2016
2015
2015
2016

20.00
17.00
21.00
18.00
17.00

2014
2015
2012
2014
2016
2011
2013

16.00
17.00
17.00
19.00
18.00
18.00
19.00

CHAMPAGNE
264

MÖET & CHANDON - Brut Imperial

ROSE
*9

COTES-DU-RHONE - Les Vignerons de Chusclan

WHITE WINES
Rhone Valley
*2
*243

COTES-DU-RHONE - Les Vignerons de Chusclan
CONDRIEU “La Petite Cote”– Yves Cuilleron

Burgundy White
*4
*74
*59
*82
*36
*52

MACON VILLAGE – Vercheres
MONTAGNY ‘Chateau de la Saule’ 1er Cru - Alain Roy
ST. ROMAIN - Alain Gras
POUILLY FUISSE “Les Crays” – Eric Forest
PULIGNY-MONTRACHET- Louis Carillon
CHASSAGNE MONTRACHET - Domaine Ramonet

RED WINES
Loire Valley
*215

BOURGUEIL “Cuvee de Tuffes” (Cabernet Franc) - Max Cognard

Rhone Valley
*6
*251
*210

COTES-DU-RHONE VILLAGE - Les Vignerons de Chusclan
ST. JOSEPH “Cavanos” - Yves Cuilleron
GIGONDAS ‘Terre des Aines’ – Domaine Montirius

Burgundy Red
*113
*134
*119
*132A
*124

CHATEAU DE MONTELIE – Eric de Suremain
FLEURIE – Domaine de la Madone
SAVIGNY-LES-BEAUNE – Benjamin Leroux
MORGAN ‘Chanaise’ (Beaujolais Cru) – Domaine Piron
BROUILLY (Beaujolais Cru) – Domaine Piron

Bordeaux Red
*189
*173
*162
*163
*150
*208
*152

SIRIUS – Maison Sichel
CHATEAU PERRON – Lalande de Pomerol
CHATEAU ARGADENS – Bordeaux
CHATEAU L’ARGENTEYRE - Medoc
CHATEAU DE LA NAUVE – Saint Emilion
CHATEAU DE BRENS – Saint Emilion
CHATEAU ROBIN – Saint Emilion

